
 

COURSE NCOURSE NCOURSE NCOURSE NOTESOTESOTESOTES    

We are very lucky to be able to race in the Dundas Valley Conservation Area. Please be 
aware we are given special permission to do off-trail navigation and this is a privilege we do 
not take for granted. In order to maintain access for the future, we ask you to; 
1. Not use this map to go off trail outside of this race weekend 
2. Not to share details of the map on social media  
If you enjoyed your visit to the DVCA, consider purchasing an annual Membership Pass to get 
access to all Hamilton Conservation Authority areas (though be aware popular areas require 
advance reservation) 

https://hamilton.goingtocamp.com/store/all?departmentId=-32761 
    
Course Time Limit:Course Time Limit:Course Time Limit:Course Time Limit: 2 hours 
Penalty: Penalty: Penalty: Penalty: 20 points per minute late 
Scoring: Checkpoints are worth a rounded down value to the nearest 10 based on their number 
(or 11 is worth 10 points, 51 is worth 50 points) 
Course ClosureCourse ClosureCourse ClosureCourse Closure: 1:15pm on both days. We will begin Search and Rescue of any participants 
who haven't returned at this stage. 
 
Out Out Out Out ofofofof    Bounds & SafetyBounds & SafetyBounds & SafetyBounds & Safety 
Please refrain from entering any out of bounds areas as marked on the map (pink hatched 
lines, olive green or pink crosses along the roadway. These indicate either private property, 
environmentally sensitive areas or unsafe areas. 
Reminder, we have been given special permission to run in this area by the Hamilton 
Conservation Area and several the out of bounds have been included at their request. Any 
competitor who is seen to have crossed into these areas to gain any sort of advantage or short 
cut will be disqualified. 
 
Time Cut OffsTime Cut OffsTime Cut OffsTime Cut Offs    
Competitors should not cross West of Martin’s Road or East of Sulphur Springs Road if there is 
less than HALF AN HOUR left before the course time limit. 
 
StartStartStartStart 
Goal posts of soccer field in the far corner of Robert E. Wade Ancaster Community Park 
You must pass by the start to get your course running on MapRunF.    
    
Course StagesCourse StagesCourse StagesCourse Stages    
    
ADVENTURE RACEADVENTURE RACEADVENTURE RACEADVENTURE RACE    101: COMPULSORY FIRST STAGE (101: COMPULSORY FIRST STAGE (101: COMPULSORY FIRST STAGE (101: COMPULSORY FIRST STAGE (41414141----45)45)45)45) 
We have a lot of newcomers at Peak-2-Peak, so here's where we see what you've got. ALL 
PARTICIPANTS must find these five CPs before attempting ANY OTHERS. 
These 5 CPs are all on 'small' hills in Spring Valley behind Lions Club Pool. 
 
ADVENTURE RACEADVENTURE RACEADVENTURE RACEADVENTURE RACE    102102102102    ((((61616161----65656565)))) 
These are 5 more similar CPs to AR101. 5 hilltops, just a little further afield. 
 
XXXX----LEAGUELEAGUELEAGUELEAGUE    ((((11111111----17 & 2117 & 2117 & 2117 & 21----24242424)))) 
All these CPs are modelled on our new X-League race format. All these CPs are on trail, mostly 
at junctions and ARE NOT MARKED WITH ANY FLAGGING.ARE NOT MARKED WITH ANY FLAGGING.ARE NOT MARKED WITH ANY FLAGGING.ARE NOT MARKED WITH ANY FLAGGING. Try out our new virtual world! 



 

 
SPAGHETTI TRAVERSESPAGHETTI TRAVERSESPAGHETTI TRAVERSESPAGHETTI TRAVERSE    ((((101101101101----104104104104)))) 
Welcome to the hardest area to navigate in the Dundas Valley. These 4 CPs MUST be done in 
order as marked on the map, but you can do all four them in either direction (ie 101->104 or 
104->101). 
 
HILLTOP TRAVERSEHILLTOP TRAVERSEHILLTOP TRAVERSEHILLTOP TRAVERSE    ((((105105105105----107107107107)))) 
These 3 CPs are not marked on the map. You must follow the pink dashed line precisely along 
all the hilltops. There are 3 flags at points along the route which are the checkpoints.  
On the route there is quite a nasty section of 'green' (raspberry) to cross. We have found a 
'tunnel' through this section, you will need to crouch down to get through. The entrance on 
either end is marked with pink ribbon. 
Like the Spaghetti Traverse, this section can be done in either direction. 
 

 
 

South entrance to the ‘deer tunnel’ 
 
 
BERMUBERMUBERMUBERMUDA DA DA DA ((((201201201201----202020203333)))) 
Get lost in the steep slopes and complex contour detail of K2. These CPs are only for the most 
experienced. 
 
MARTINMARTINMARTINMARTIN    ((((51)51)51)51) 
It's an unwritten rule that any race finishing in this area ends with the climb up Martins Road. 
This CP is just at the bottom where the climb begins. 
Like X-League CPs, this one has no flagging. 
 
FinishFinishFinishFinish 
Top of Martin Rd at entrance to parking lot. 
Again, you must pass through the finish for the timer on MapRunF to stop and have your course 
results upload. 
 

All checkpoint are marked with the usual orange and white flags (excepting the X-League stage 
points, except 101 and 104, which are marked with pink ribbon. 


